Abstract
Introduction
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are a very popular technology for monitoring in risky areas. Several researchers have investigated the deployment of the sensor nodes, which is one of the most important issues in WSNs applications. Most related works regard the deployment problem as a coverage problem. Sensor coverage is typically defined according to the sensing area [1] [1] . It is fundamentally inter-related in a sensor network. Numerous deployment algorithms have been proposed to increase the coverage rate in the sensor field [3, 5] . Since sensors typically operate on batteries and are thus limited in their active lifetime, the energy problem causes the coverage holes appearance. With recent advances in mobile platforms, hybrid sensor networks which comprise static and mobile sensors are becoming increasingly attractive. Mobile sensors are advantageous because they can move to cover the uncovered area to increase the coverage. Chang et al., [5] design a deployment scheme, SelfDeployment by Density Control (SDDC), which utilizes the mobile sensors to balance the sensors density, and can prolong the network lifetime. Wang et al., [6] discuss two related deployment problems, which consist of sensor placement and sensor dispatch in hybrid sensor networks to increment both the coverage rate and the network lifetime. However, wireless sensors usually have resource constraints, like powered battery, computing capability and communication range. Most optimal sensor placement schemes need more computing capability of sensors and the geographic information of obstacle. Nevertheless, in most of WSNs applications, sensor nodes are randomly deployed in the target area without any positioning device, since GPS and other localization devices require relatively high-energy budget for the sensor nodes. Hence we should find an obstacle-free moving path with low computational complexity for mobile sensor navigation, and considering a distribution dispatch method to reduce the local energy excessive consumption. This work is a decentralized, obstacle-free and graphic-free dispatch scheme with shortest path routing for mobile sensors.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the preliminary of network. Section 3 elucidates the proposed navigation scheme and the mobile sensors selection policy. Section 4 summarizes the simulation results. Section 5 draws conclusions.
Preliminary
This section introduces the mobile sensor dispatch problem in hybrid sensor networks for holes healing. The main advantage is using the mobile sensors can move to monitor uncovered areas to increase the coverage, the uncovered areas called a hole alternately. In fact, the moving path of mobile sensors in field with obstructions is an important issue. In this work scenario, the static sensors are installed in a monitoring area in advance of monitoring, a few number of mobile sensors distributed over the monitoring field, all buildings, trees, and houses regarded as obstacles, and the sensors can detect the un-coverage area by using the hole detecting algorithm.
Due to the fact that the sensors usually have resource constraints, an important problem is how to find a moving path with minimum energy consumption and no interference by the obstacles. Figure 1 shows mobile sensor movement hindered by an obstacle problem. A mobile moves to the predetermine target. Generally, it uses a directly direction movement. However, an obstacle is available for the mobile sensor moving path. Thus, if no pre-route navigation path for the mobile sensor, it will be interfered by the obstacle and the mobile sensor cannot move to the destination. 
Mobile Sensors Selection Policy and Navigation Scheme
The monitoring area is modeled in 2D Coordinate, and obstacles may exist inside with arbitrary sharp and obstacles, but do not separate the monitoring area. In this work, both static and mobile sensors have resource limitations and no geographic information about the obstacles. If a hole is detected, then hole healing task will be performed. During the heal processing, mobile sensors have to move to the hole. Thus, it needs to find a path for the mobile sensors to move. Despite lack of the geographic information, it has to avoid any obstacles.
Since several articles discuss holes detection schemes [7] - [9] , we applied one of them in this work. Based on the holes detection, S denotes a group set, which consist of the boundary nodes of the hole. In S, one of the boundary nodes has maximum residual energy selected as header. An example is depicted in Figure 2 , which illustrates the members of S, 15, 17, 20, 21 and 16, as well as the boundary node 15, the header of S. Specifically, the header has to evaluate the size of the hole and calculate how many mobile nodes needed for hole healing task. Here, for one hole, we defined S' as the subset of S (S' S), which consisted the participation boundary nodes for healing task. When mobile nodes arrive at the participation boundary node, they enter into the hole, an attractive/repulsive method to be used in the hole healing which is proposed in the article [10] [11] . This task assumes that the selected boundary nodes are the destinations of the mobile sensors, because those boundary nodes are close to coverage hole and easy to enter to it. With the presence of obstacles, we also define two sensor connectivity states. Here, the wireless radio of sensor is assumed as a disk model with radius R c . If the distance between node s i and s j is smaller than R c and the line segment between s i and s j does not intersect any obstacle, it means s i and s j is connecting. Otherwise, they are disconnected. Notice that, if two sensors are disconnected, it means an obstacle appears between them. In other words, the mobile sensors moving among them may be interrupted by the obstacle. On the basis of the scattered select notion to find an obstacle-free path for mobile sensor. When a mobile sensor is selected moving to the hole, firstly the mobile sensor has to carry out the Dynamic Source Routing protocol (DSR) [12] , which can obtain the shortest path between the selected mobile sensor and the hole. The results, except the lower energy consumption, can improve the redundancy mobile sensors distribution in the field uniformly. The advantage of DSR protocol can record the routed path, which can obtain all nodes ID during discovery shortest path. Finally, selected mobile sensors can move to the hole along the shortest path.
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The area size of hole is coarse estimation. It assumes a regular polygon is constructed from the m's boundary nodes and each edge length is 2Rc, hole's area size will be compute in Eqs. (1); where m is the number of boundary nodes in S. The n is calculated in Eqs. (2), which indicate the number of mobile sensors for healing task, the operation is on the integral function of x. We evenly select n out of m boundary nodes to invite the near mobile sensors to move to hole. The flowchart of the boundary nodes dispersion selecting scheme is discussed in Figure 3 . The hole healing scheme that we proposed, mobile sensors have shorter movement distance to move to the hole, which because the path is decided by the DSR protocol. In other words, the energy consumption of the mobile sensor is lower and the residual mobile sensors can be uniformly distributed in the surveillance area.
Decide the number of mobile sensors(n) for hole healing scheme 
Performance Evaluation
The performance of the proposed OGDD is evaluated and compared with that of the efficient placement and dispatch of sensors (EPDS) [6] and direct direction dispatch scheme (DDDS). The directly direction dispatch scheme is the traditional dispatch method, whose moving is direct direction. A monitored area was simulated, in which sensors are consisted of both static and mobile sensors, 400 and 50 respectively. These sensors were randomly deployed in a 100 × 100 m square field with a few obstacles, and the distance between two adjacent sensors is equal to the communication range (R c ) of a sensor. The sink node is located at the lower left corner, partial mobile sensors are allocated close to the sink node and others are uniformly scattered in the square field. The location of the hole is assumed at the upper right corner. For simplicity, the hop counts can be used to represent the mobile sensor moved distance, and the unit of energy consumption is assumed as a hop, which expresses unit energy depletion for a mobile sensor moved one-hop distance. These experiments are evaluated 50 times, and the average values are taken.
In the first experiment, results are shown in Figure 4 . The dispatch performance about the mobile sensor movement is assessed. The arrival ratio is defined as the ratio of successful move to the destination with total number of move. Our proposed OGDD method and EPDS can achieve the 100% arrival rate, when the mobile sensors are used. The EPDS is the optimal dispatch scheme to be proposed in [6] , which can let the mobile sensor to avoid the obstacles in advancing. However, our proposed mobile sensor routing path is determined by the DSR protocol, therefore the mobile sensors can find an obstacle-free and the shortest path to move to the hole, and the proposed OGDD dispatch scheme is non-centralized, which indicates that the selected mobile sensors are evenly dispersed surrounding the hole.
Figure 4. Compare the Relationship of Average Arrival Rate in Three Schemes
Here we will compare the OGDD with EPDS in energy consumption, assumption the area of the hole is constant but the distance is varied between the hole and the sink. Figure 5 shows the distributed dispatch scheme simulation results, which illustrates the results relationship between the position of hole and the average movement distance of the mobile sensors for the holes healing task. Obviously, we proposed the OGDD method in energy consumption is lower than the EPDS method, if the position of hole occurred at the center of the field, that is to say, the position of hole is not adjacent with the field border. The EPDS scheme using to dispatch mobile sensors are mostly coming from between the sink and the hole, which result in the mobile sensors dispatched excessively centralized. On the contrary, in OGDD scheme the assigned mobile sensors are allocated surrounding the hole evenly and the dispatched mobile sensors have to carry out the DSR protocol before moving. Therefore, the dispatching of OGDD is more dispersed and the energy consumption is lower which owing to the mobile sensors shorter movement distance. But when the position of hole is adjacent with the field border or closely to the sink, the OGDD will consume more energy than EPDS scheme because the mobile sensors in OGDD have to move longer path along with the border of hole to the assigned boundary nodes. For example, when the distance between the sink and the hole is 2 hops or 17 hops away, in Figure 5 , it showed that the average energy consumption of OGDD scheme wastes larger than the EPDS scheme, because the positions of the holes concerned with two cases are too close to the field border. In addition, regarding the EPDS, owing to the radio disseminate characteristic and the notification packet send by the sink, which results in the mobile sensors compete with each other, and there are more interference when the distance of hole is far away from the sink. 
Conclusion
The rapid rescue the coverage hole on hybrid sensor network is importance problem in WSN applications. Mobile sensors are advantageous because sensors can dynamically move to cover the uncovered area to increase the coverage. Thus, researchers have been studying the mobile sensor dispatch problem for holes healing task. Generally, optimal schemes need more computing capability of sensors and the geographic information of obstacle. However, sensors usually have resource constraints because the wireless sensors are powered by battery. Therefore the energy, computing capability and communication capability of sensor nodes are limited. In practice, the optimal schemes are hard to implement. Hence, this work designs an obstacle-free and graphic-free decentralized dispatch mobile sensors healing scheme, which is based on the shortest path routing DSR protocol with the objective of low computational complexity and obstacle-free movement for mobile sensors navigation. Simulation results further indicate that the proposed healing scheme can reduce both the average moving distance of mobile sensors and the energy consumption, when the coverage hole occurred in the middle area of the field. But if the coverage hole occurred closely the field border, results show the performance worse than EPDS scheme. Further, we will consider more energy consumption factors, such as nodes computation, data transceivers and interference avoided to adjust the participation sensors for healing task to improve the efficiency.
